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nis proj ct report describes the historical re e rch

completed for writing of one of the few single-volume books

dealing with modern Serbian history that gives a complete and
detailed analytical survey of the past history and its influence on

present day Yugoslavia. The two-fold theme of modern Serbian history

is: 1) the impact of modernization and external influence upon the

political, social, economic and cultural development; and, 2)
re-establishment of this nation as a participating member of the
European Community. The author bases his research on selected works
written in English, Serbian, and other languages. Aware of the need

to screen out misconceptions and national and Marxist bias found in
existing works, ihe strives for an objective point of view. The
findings include a brief summary of this history with the table of
contents of the forthcoming book appended. (Still)
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Aiii..../storof_lISerbia1804-1918 is an analytical survey of

the history of Serbia from its struggle for independence from the Ot-

toman Empire in 1804 to its inclusion, in 1918, into the newly created

Kingdom of the Serbs Groats, and Slovenes (later called Yugoslavia).
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The immediate purpose of the work is to make up for the lack of

such recent scholarly survey in English or in any other major West-

language.

The work is designed especially to provide a useful aid to stu-

s of East European history as well as to all who are interested in

historical background of an important part of Yugoslavia.

The work surveys not only the political history of modern Serbia

but it contains sections devoted to the social, economic, and cultural

development of Serbia. The main theme of the work is the rapid modern

ization and integration into the community of European nations of a re-

emerging nntion whose development had been cut off from the mainstream

of European civilization by the Turkish invasion and retarded through

over four centuries of political repression and economic exploitation

under a culturally alien rule.

In writing this work, the au hor has attempted to apply the best

of both Yugoslav and other EUropean and American scholarly work on the

subject

-,
Introduction-----

There is a serious dearth of books in English or, for that matter,

'er Western languages that survey the hiStorY of East European

countries. This scarcity is in marked contrast with the respectable

volume of highly professional books and articles which especially Amer

ican scholars in this-fieid have-been piib1isbin on- e44:4,' ics of

a monographiâ-bature. Thus a gap eveldped' e een he_si4 cialists

and not only beginning students in s field t also s uaents,
_ .,

teachers and even scholars inthe,fie1 0 of general European histei

Goccl- up-tOdate surve Itistoriep of vaFious East Europen countries are

n'eedea to bridgtia gap.
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(London and New York, 1917), was published during the First World War.

It has been the standard item in Vnglish on the subject ever since,

even though it laid no claim to scholarship and was written by an

Englishman who, however talented and knowledgeable, was unable .0 make

use of Serbian scholarship because he could not read the language. The

situation is not much better with respect to other major languages

indeed, in most cases it is worse. Thus, unless one knows Serbo-

Croatian, anyone interested in reading Serbian history beyond Temperley's

volume must resort to brief encycl opedic summaries or else wade through

scattered journal articles and a very few monographs which are limited

in scope. Few readers have the time, the bibliographical knowledge, or

even the available supply of journals and book& for this purpose. This

problem is particularly acute, of course, for students of European his-

tory at the college level, but it confronts anyone who is seriously in-

terested in the subject. It should also be pointed out that, oddly

enough, there is no single one-volume survey of modern Serbian history

even in the Serbo-Croatian language, though there are several multi.

volume works. The closest thing to a ove-volume history, Vaso 6ubrilovia

IstoritemaolitielaXveka (Belgrade, 1958) is, as its

1311-indicates, devoted solely to the crevelepment of political thought

The only single volume in any language that surveys the history of

modem Serbia is in Greek -- the very subetantial work by DimitriJe

Djordjevie published in Thessaloniki in 1970 under the title tIgyoptE

Another major problem connected with the available material i

English and other major EUropean languages concerning Serbia's his

is that the greatest emphasis has been placed on Political history,
particularly diplomatic history, while social, economic, and cultural

history have been relatively neglected. An important reason for the

attention given to diPlomatic history, alert from the iehe -nt Port-

ance of Serbia's raace in Great Power politics, is the fact that

of the available sources are in the Western languages. Nevertheless

til relatively recently even netive Serbian scholars have stressed
political history at the expense of social, economic, and cultural

history, with a very few exceptions. OnlY since the Secend World War,

thanks in large part to the influence of Marxism, have Yugoslav scholars

begun on any. scale to work on the non-political ia&pectsof their bls-

tory.

l'here is Sacu r'rea
_ ,_. .
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foreign rule, who have been politically passive and even oppressed, who

have been economically exploited, and whose culture has remained at a

primitive level. With the rise of their own nationalism and their at-

tainment of political independence, these countries are in the process

of undergoing a profound and Esturbing transformation under the pres-

sures of surviving in a modern world. They are discovering that po.

litical independence is not in itself the solution to their problems

but only a partial prerequisite for a solution, and that while inde-

pendence solves some problems, it creates others. Modern Serbia of-

fers a very instructive example of a country which, though European,

has traversed a similar path in modern times. Once a proud kingdom

and even an empire in medieval times, Serbia was overrua by an invasion

of Asian Turks in the fourteenth century and was ruled as a conquered

province of the Ottoman Empire for over four centuries. These Moslem

conquerors were a culturally alien force. Their empire was based on

military conquest and economic exploitation. Their political system

was based on an institutionalized
discrimination against their non-

Moslem subjects. Their rule deprived Serbia not only of its political

independence but ef its customary ties with the rest of European civ-

ilization. It also resulted in the retardation and barbarization of

Serbia's culture, for though the Ttrks themselves were far from being

barbarians, their noh-moslem subjects found it almost impossible to

maintain their own cultural development under the conditions of their

servitude. If Serbian native culture survived, it was because its

remnants were forced to draw in on themselves within the protective

confines of a sub-culture that was so primitive that simple literacy

almoet disappeared- Then, thanks to a variety of internal and external

factors, in the beginning of the nineteenth century the people of Serbia

were able to rise up against Ottoman rule and to achieve first autonomy

and then complAte independence. The basic,theme of Serbia's hiatorY

in the nineteenth century is how this re-emerged nation established it-

self as a constituent par of the European community of nations to which

it had originally belonged and how it developed its political institu-

tions, its societY,,econemic system and cultural life under the pres

sures of modernization and foriign influences.
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Another popular misconception is that the peoples of Eastern
Europe never knew what democracy was and were therefore naturally
given to totalitarian forms of government. As fer as Serbia is con-
cerned, the Serbian people had their own institutions of local self-
government even under the Ottoman régime, while after Serbia attained
independence, the constitutions of Serbia compared favorably with
those of far more advanced European states. While political democracy
in nineteenth-century Serbia was far from perfect, its existence was
facilitated by the fact that Serbia's soc; ty was more homogeneous

than that of more advanced countries in that the differences between
its socio-economic classes were less developed. Besides, one of the
most e.urable results of the Ottoman conquest was that Serbia had no
native aristocracy in modern times.

Another insight to be gained from a study of Serbia's modern

history is to understand the depth and strength of Serbian national.-
ism, which is not only political but cultural. It is generally con-
ceded that one of the most serious problems in Yugoslavia today is
national rivalry among the various nationalities of that country,

even under a supposedly international ideology such as Communism.
A study of modern Serbian history shows that the ideal of a Greater
Serbia was older and deeper than the ideal of Yugoslav unity. The

fact that the people of Serbia are but a part of the Serbian nation
as a whole, and by no means the larger partm and that Serbia has played
the historical role of a Serbian Piedmont or center of Serbian unifica-
tion, is important in comprehending the position of the Serbs in Yugo-
slavia today. In a time of heightened national tensions in Yugoslavia,
it is vital to note that the Serbs form the largest single ethnic
group in three of Yugoslavia's six constituent republics -- Serbia,
Bosnia-Hercegovina, and Montenegro -- and a sizeable minority of long

standing in a fourth -- Croatia.

The bic taskas,, .. ._ ._
of the author was to find-, toselect,, and to render.

.

-into:a single cohesive'n,itrratiVe--the,best 'ekiSting literature On:Serbia '6-
-modern histor's4 ,--_.This -included:loth traditional and±neW: works , Serbian
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The author s task was aleo facilitated by the exparience which

he gained in writing two previous works. The first is an extensive

survey of Serbian historiography entitled Modern Serbian Historians

which has been accepted for publication by the University of Wiscon-

sin Press. The second work is entitled 1E2tlavia:Alc
Guide, and is being published by the Library of Congress, which com-

missioned its writing. A high percentage of the approximately 3500

items described in this work deal with Serbian history.

There were several methodological problems which the author

faced in writing this work. The most serious one comes from the

fact that despite the vastness of the available literature on Serbian

history, there are still many areas which have not yet been suf-

ficiently explored. These include especially social and economic

history. For example, the only available survey of Serbia's economic

history, Nikola Vudo's
rata (Belgrade, 1955), iS, despite its usefulness, far from an ade-

quate treatment of the nineteenth and early twentieth century. As

for Serbia's social history, no one has attempted to write the kind

of survey for other period that the late Tihomir Djordjevie did for

the reign of Prince Milo6 ObrenoviC almost fifty years ago. Before

a truly comprehensive history of modern Serbia can be written, the

scholars in these and other neglected fields must produce more re-

search and then write syntheses. Thus, quite apart from its own

faults, the present work will necessarily reflect the inadequacies

of the existing literature.

It must also be understood that misch of the available literature

in Serbo-Croatian suffers from a particular bias. Earlier works have

often been influenced hy Serbiannationalism, while more recent works

frequentl reflect a Marxist outlook. On the other_hend, esPecially

earlier non-Serbian accounts suffer not only from a certain bias but

from superficiality and insufficient acquaintance wjth the subject

It is pleasant to report that the more recent works, both Serbian and

non-Serbian, are far superior in this respect. Among Serbian works the

nationalism is less strident,and the Marxism is less dogmatic, while

among non-Serbian works the level of scholarship has greatly improved.

The-latter, is'-particularlyftrUe of Athericanworks-in,this field. How-

eVer these most recent -worka-are a s of the-whole. It has

'been'.7thelaUthor'S'particularthak te r tIwhich 'is spebific-
-

_ ,

ally-meant feirtan-AieriCab'-endWetitiinsaudience?
This'-hasJforced the
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author to present hissma e i ]. inaay-whichis -su*-61i-for the edu-
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-'elmer'enabled -hi .prehe accisunt-sur- eslighf.6 16 own view-
.
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best of the available Serbian and non-Serbian scholarship while avoid-

int the biases others as much as possible.

One of the most serious problems in writing suen a work is to de-

cide what audience one iS addressing, as this affects the entire pre-

sentation of the material. This project is part of an effort to pro-

vide better educational materials for all who are interested in inter-

national studies. The author has chosen, therefore, to write this work

for the educated layman and student of world history and foreign affairs

who has no knowledge of the history of Serbia and w ho cannot read the

Serbo-Ctoatian language. For this reason there are no footnotes to the

text, since they would be useless to such readers as well as cumbersome

in so general a survey. AS for the text itself, the author believes

that a survey of this wort, being the only one of its kind is any major

laeguage, should be fairly complete and detailed. The author's aim was

to provide a book of substantial size that would stand for some time as

a standard work until a better one came along.

This work has been written from the vantage point of one who is

seeking to examine the inner development of Serbia rather than its

external place in the world of international affairs. While foreign

affairs have been treated substantially., the author has dealt with them

as they affected Serbia itself. As for Serbia's domestic historY, the

author has given the MOSt attention to political and constitutional his-

tory, having in mind the problem of a newly emerging naiion which finds

itself compelled to cetahlishiethole new system of self-government. How-

ever, this work also lends unusuallY extensive space to social, economic,

and cultural history. This is in keeping with the aim of describing the

odernization of an economically undeveloped and cu'urally retarded
imitive agrarian society. Among the growing literature on the general

:roelem of modernization, the author has found especially useful and

uggestive the work by ProfessorCyril E. Black, The D namics of Moderni-

zation: A Steely in. Complarative History-(New York: Harper & Row, 19 7
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and non-Moslem subjects and it facilitated the gathering of taxes.

For the Serbs this policy made possible their own national preserva-

tion, thanks especially to the continued existence of a national

church (the Serbian Orthodox), local institutions of self-government

and a Serbian folk culture whose highest expression was its oral

tradition as transmitted in epic poetry.

2. One of the most baneful results of the Ottoman invasion was

the retardation and barbarization of Serbian society. This occurred

with the destruction of the Serbian medieval state and the disappear-

ance of the class of feudal lords whose wealth and tastes maintained

the high culture of that state. On the other hand, the reversion of

Serbian society to the morc primitive social institutions of a peasant

society helped to preserve the Serbian people as an ethnic identity

with a common sub-culture within the Ottoman Empire. Notable among

these institutions was the clan and the Eistesee.0 a or extended family unit.

3 Though the Serbian insurrection of 1804 against the Turks took

place in the period of the French Revolution and the rise of national-

ism everywhere in Europe during the Napoleonic era, that insurrection

owed far less to that influence than to other factors. The Serbs al-

ready had a strong sense of national identity, thanks to the preserva-

tion of their own institutions and to an Ottoman system in which they

were made constantly aware of their separateness. The chief external

factors that made possible the Serbian insurrection were the decline

of the Ottoman state and the Austrian andi Russian wars against that

state in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Beginning as
_

a peasant uprising agaenst an oppressive economic sYstem, the Serbian

insurrection was transformed into a national revolution for political

independence. The success of the political revolution was not immedi-

ately complete, for Serbia gained only its autonomy within the Ottoman

Empire and had to wait until 1878 to gain fUll independence. However,

the socio-economic revolution was achieved in that the Ottoman land

tenure system was ended and the Turkish-landowners were evicted from

Serbia.
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5. The chief transformations which marked the modernization of

Serbia in the nineteenth century were the following;

A. Economic
1. The change from a self-sufficient natural economy to a

money economy which depended increasingly on the market

for Llertain commodities, especially manufactured 600ds.

2. The change from economic isolation to a growing commerce

with foreign countries, especially the Austrian Empire.

3. The abandonment of the zadr.v.or extended family as an

economic unit and of various forms of cooperation in

favor of economic individualism and a competitive system

which led to a sharper differentiation between haves and

have-nots. -

4. The rapid transition from a simpler primitive economy to

a complex capitalist economy which brought with it a

whole new structure of state regulations, credit institu-

tions, joint stock companies, and so on.

5. The rise of industry, although this was a very slow and

tardy process in Serbia.
6. The development of modern communications and roads

7. The increasingly dominant economic position of the towns.

Social
1. The change from a fairly homogeneous peasant society based

largely on social equality to an increasingly differenti-

ated, stratified society of various classes and power

structures whose interests often clashed.
2. Increasing urbanization and the rise of a bourgeoi ie.

3 The decline of social collectivism and its institutions

in favor of individualism and the accompanying atomization

of societY.
The sometimes gradual and often rapid abandonment of old

mores for new, with,a widening gulf between town and

country

C. Political
1. The:cbange from the decentralized folk democracy of a

ubmerged nation to a centralized monarchy--

Therise of,the bureaucracy and an impersonal governing

ratus.,
e ,rise o tanding army as,distinct.from the earlier

_

olk concept of the arme&people-.

The deóliniofregionalisinand LlocalismAn political life
sejofiliati6nal4olitical parties.

_

e transitionfrôma perdanal.folkAjustiew based on
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6. The transition from an informal popular sovereignty to

an institutionalized parliamentary system.

7. Serbia becomes an active factor in international polit

ics in seeking its own national goals.

D. Cultural
1. The development of a modern high culture as a layer over

the folk culture of the preceding four centuries.

2. The rapidly increasing influence of Western European

culture (including the Russian) on Serbia's culture,

thanks especially to the influx of Serbs from the

Austrian Empir who acted as the first bearers of

European culture in modern Serbia.

3. The ascendancy of a native educated class which became

distinct from and separated from the peasant masses.

4. The rise of mass public education at least at the pri-

mary level.
5 The secularization of Serbia s culture once the state

supplanted the church as the central institution of

Serbian public life.

Conclusions and Recommendation

Tbe present study was written specifically to fill a gap in the

existing American and Western literature regarding thd history of cer-
,

tain East EUropean countries. The author hopes that he ha-s demonstrated

that a properly qualified scholar can complete sUch a survey history in

about a year's time provided that he is freed from all other duties.

There is no question that there a need fro more survey works

concerning the history of other East European people. To give a few

example, the only scholarly rnvey ,in any Western language to cover more

than a"century:of Rumanian history is still R.W. Seton-Watson's A History

of the- Roumanians, which was published in 71934 and which ends with the

First, World -War. The ,Standard survey,af Albanian7iii*9rx,in English has

'-:koegg Peen t C.A. C ezi,s.superficial work-Albania ,Past and Present,

-wiii0,,waS _pebliehed--in 1919i-:,2There is,a,-,notTgenerally 'available_
gnglish

translatiOn of a-native work; liiiSte Fra-sheriL17.2.

A :Briaff SurieY ) , - publiihadjn: Tirana_ in- 19-64, which isi-Iaimost._comically
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of modern Croatisu or Slovenian history. One could go on with some of

the other nationalities of Eastern Europe. On the other hand, there

are qyalified scholars in the United States, Canada, and Western Europe

who are perfectly capable of writing such works if they were given an

opportunity.

There is the question to what degree publishers will be willing to

accept books of this kind which may have a limited appeal and which may

be costly to produce. It is more than likely that such books, insofar

Is they become standard items, will Bell over a period of some years,

but this does not help the publisher with his more immediate financial

considerations. This is where the proposed effort of a group such as

the Committee on East-Central and Southeast European Studies of the

AmelAcan Council of Learned Societies to subsidize such works will be

of paramount importance.

Meanwhile it is to be hoped that the Office of Education and per-

haps other government and private agencies will support the writing of

auch books. East European studies (as distinnt from Rassian and Soviet

studies) are siill a neglected area in our educational system. It is

not enough to train area specialists in this field. A greater effort

should be made to bring a knowledge of this area to the general student

population, in general history courses, and to the public at large. It

is interesting to recall that when George Kennan became United States

ambassador to Yugoslavia a few years ago, he so felt the need for a

general survey of Yugoslav history that he engaged himself and the whole

embassy staff to write such a volume for themselves. Apparently they

never finished the project,,or,at least it has never seen the light of

day. It is a pitY that they felt compelled to embark on such a task.

It should have been done by others long ago.
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3. The manuscript is being submitted for first consideration to

the publishing firm of Harcourt, Brace,.Jovanovich Inc. of New York

City. The president of the firm, Mr. William Jovanovich, is personally

acquainted with the interest which the Committee on East-Central and

Southeast Enropean Studies of the American Council of Learned Societies

has in seeing more works published in this area. His company has al-

ready published some works in this field,including several that have

been translated by the writer of this report. The director of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin Press, Mr. Thompson Webb Jr., has also indicated

a willingness to consider the manuscript. The University of Wisconsin

Press has already accepted for publication a manuscript by the author

on Modern Serbian Historian

4. It is assumed, both in view of the nature and the size of the

present work, that a subsidy will be required to permit its publica-

tion. As soon as the publisher indicates his acceptance of the work,

a request will be submitted to the Committee on East-Central and South-

east European Studies of the American Council of Learned Societies for

a suitable grant.

5. As soon as the work is typed in its revised form, the author

will submit a file copy to the Jffice of Education. Once the book is

in print, the author will supply the Office of Education with the re-

quired number of copies.

6. The author is aware of the copyright arrangements which he must

make with the Educational Resourcei Information Center (ERIC).
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